
BIOREL

BIOREL Thickness* (mm) Cutting Direction

BIOREL V08 0,75 - 0,85

BIOREL V10 0,95 - 1,05

BIOREL V12 1,10 - 1,20

* All thickness values have a natural variation of ± 0,05mm
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TECHNICAL DATA

BIOREL  is the new exceptional biodegradable family of materials for shoes “environmental friendly”. It 
fulfills the biodegradability requirement of CEN norm EN 13432 and ASTM D 6400. 
•Counters BIOREL sum up the best characteristics in terms of durability, comfort and shape retention.

•Toe Puffs BIOREL are easily workable at low temperatures and have an optimal open-time

•The reinforcement fabric BIOREL 72G has an excellent adhesion on wide variety of substrates.

COUNTER 

Warm insertion method: The cut, skived counter can be warmed on a hot plate or flash activation machine until it 
becomes soft and pliable before inserting into the counter pocket.The counter can be semi moulded to the backseat 
shape and fixed by finger pressure applied across upper and lining. Backpart is completed by forming on warm 
moulds of a backpart moulding machine with temperatures and dwell times to give a minimum interface temperature 
of 100°C. Temperature and dwell times can be adjusted to requirements of upper and lining material. The back part 
remains soft for 2-3 minutes after removal from heated moulds. Itmay be necessary to reheat for seat lasting. 

Cold insertion method: The cut, skived and dimple moulded counter is loose inserted as a conventional thermoplastic 
material and preheated by clamp activation for 5-10 sec. at 130°C. Temperature and dwell times can be adjusted to 
requirements of upper and lining materials to achieve a minimum interface temperature of 100°C. The heated upper is 
than moulded and flanged on refrigerated moulds for 10-12 sec. Lasting is completed as for a conventional 
thermoplastic counter, it may be necessary to reheat for seat lasting. 

TOE PUFF 
The box toe can be applied by using a curved block fusing press equipped with a timer and thermostat. 

Recommended application method: 

• Temperature of the shape: 150-170°C

• Minimum effective interface temperature: 100°C

• Contact time: from 5 to 10 seconds depending on the thickness of box toe.


Lasting: a toe lasting heather or steamer is recommended and a temperature of 80°C is ideal for reactivation prior to 
lasting.
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BIOREL Thickness* (mm) Cutting Direction

BIOREL P04 0,45 - 0,55

BIOREL P06 0,60 - 0,70

BIOREL P08 0,75 - 0,85

BIOREL P10 0,95 - 1,05

* All thickness values have a natural variation of ± 0,05mm
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